In this paper, certain separation theorems, which hold in spaces satisfying R. L. Moore's Axioms 0 and 1-5 of [2] , are established for a class of spaces in which there do not necessarily exist either arcs or simple closed curves. The spaces considered satisfy axioms suggested by those of Moore.
1. Consequences of Axioms 1 and 2. Axiom 1. 5 is a nondegenerate connected metric space with no cut point. The diameter of a bounded point set M and the distance between two point sets H and K are denoted by diam M and dist (H, K), respectively.
The point set X is compactly connected if and only if each two points of X belong to a compact continuum contained in X, and X is locally compactly connected if and only if for each point p of X and each open set U containing p, there is a compactly connected open set F containing p and contained in U.
Axiom 2. 5 is locally compactly connected. ) of connected open sets of Ct2 from yi to Xi. Let j2 be the least positive integer i such that Uu intersects B. Let R2 denote t72y2, let y2 be a point of RíCsU^j^d, and let x2 be a point of BC\R2. Let D2 be U { ¿72,-: i <j2}. Let this process be continued.
There exist a sequence Di, D2, Ds, ■ ■ ■ and a sequence Ri, R2, i?3, • • • such that RiQ W(~\ V and if ra is a positive integer, then (1) Dn is a connected open set contained in U and intersecting Dn+i, (2) Rn is an open set such that Rn intersects B, both Dn+i and Rn+i are subsets of R", and diam Rn<l/n.
Since VC\B is compact, it follows that there is one and only one point z such that for each positive integer ra, zQRnC\B. Clearly zQ-WC\B. It follows with the aid of Corollary 1.1 that there exists a sequence Ki, K2, K%, • • • such that (1) Ki is a compact continuum containing y, intersecting D2, and contained in Du and (2) if ra is a positive integer, then Kn+i is a compact continuum intersecting both Kn and Dn+2 and contained in Dn+i. Let K be U^_! Knyj{z} ; then K is a compact continuum such that zQK, yQK, and K-{z}QU.
[October Corollary 1.3. If U is a connected open set, M is a compact continuum intersecting U, and zEU-M, then there is a compact continuum K such that zEK, KQ U, and K has one and only one point in common with M.
The statement that g is a chain means that g is a finite collection {gi. gt, • • • , gn\ of compact continua such that (1) if i and j are positive integers, i<jûn, then g,-and gy intersect if and only if j = i + l and if g< and gy intersect, then they have one and only one point in common, and (2) « is large. The sets gi, g2, • • • , and g" are the links of the chain g, and gi and g" are the endlinks of g. Lemma 1.4 . If x and y are distinct points of a connected open set U and e is a positive number, then there is a chain g such that (1) x belongs to one endlink of g and y belongs to the other endlink of g, and (2) each link of gis a subset of U and has diameter less than e. Lemma 1.4 follows easily with the aid of Corollary 1.3.
2. Consequences of Axioms 1-3. The statement that a is a closed chain means that a is a finite set {«i, a2, ••-,«"} of compact continua such that (1) if i and/ are positive integers, i<j^n, then a,-and a, intersect if and only if either j = i + l or i=l and j = n, and if g¡ and g; intersect, then they have one and only one point in common, and (2) If Ct is a collection of sets, then Q,* denotes the union of the sets of the collection Ct.
Axiom 3. If a is a closed chain, then there exist two and only two complementary domains of a*, each of which has a boundary point in each link of a, and every other complementary domain of a* has for its boundary a subset of some one link of a.
If a is a closed chain, then by a principal complementary domain of a* is meant a complementary domain of a* which has a boundary point in each link of a. If a is a closed chain, then a* has two and only two principal complementary domains.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that ais a closed chain {cti, cti, • • • , ar}, D is a principal complementary domain of a*, n is a positive integer less than r such that ifg={ai,a2,
• ■ ■ ,an} ,thenboth ganda -gare chains,and [(a -g)* -(aiUan)] is connected, and h is a chain {hi, h2, ■ • ■ , hm} such that (1) if l-^i -m and 1 újíkr, then hi and a¡ intersect if and only if either (i, j) = (1, 1) or (i, j) = (m,n) and if hi and ay intersect, then they have only one point in common, and (2) for 1-^i-^m, (hi -a*) ED. Then there is one and only one principal complementary domain of (gWA)* which is a subset of D.
Proof. Let E be the principal complementary domain of a* distinct from D. Since (gWA)* and E are disjoint, £ is a subset of a component U of 5-(gWA)*; it is easily seen that U is a principal complementary domain of (gWÂ)*. With the aid of the hypothesis, it follows that [(Uj_n+1 a,) -(aiUan) ]
QU. Then if I is the principal complementary domain of (gWA)* distinct from U, I and a* are disjoint; since some link of A is a subset of D, it follows that IQD. Clearly U is not a subset of D. Lemma 2.2 . Suppose that a, g, A, and D satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1, g* -(«iWa") is connected, and k is a chain \ki, k2, • • • , Ay} such that ki intersects a link of g but does not intersect an endlink of g, kj intersects a link of a-g but does not intersect an endlink of g, and if 1 <i<j, kiQD. Then h* and k* intersect.
Proof. Suppose that the notation is as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and let / be the chain whose links are those of a -g together with ai and a". Let Di and D2 be the principal complementary domains of (¿Oh)* and (}\Jh)*, respectively, which are subsets of D. It follows, with the aid of results established in the proof of Lemma 2.1, that Di and D2 are disjoint.
Suppose that h* and k* are disjoint. With the aid of Theorem 1.2, it follows that there exists a chain s, where 5= {si, s2, • • • , st}, such that (1) si has one and only one point gi in common with g*, si-{gi} is a connected subset of D, and Si intersects neither «i nor aa, (2) st has one and only one point qt in common with/*, st-{qt} is a connected subset of D, and st intersects neither ai nor a", (3) if 1 <i<t, then s(QD, and (4) A* and s* are disjoint. It may be shown that s* intersects neither Di nor D2. There exist two chains u and v such that (1) u has the same relation to g, A, and Z>i as s has to g, f, and D, and (2) v has the same relation to/, A, and D2 as í has to g,f, and D. There exists a closed chain ß such that (1) each of s, u, and v is a subset of ß, (2) each link of ß is either a link of one of s, u, and v, or a subset of a*VJh*, (3) a*-ß* has at most two components, and if there are two, ai and an are contained in different components of a*-ß*, and (4) h*-ß* has at most two components, and if there are two, one intersects ai and the other intersects an. If E is the principal complementary domain of a* distinct from D, then E and ß* are disjoint, and E is a subset of a component U of S-ß*. Let 7 be a principal complementary domain of ß* such that I is distinct from U. Now EVJ(a*-ß*) is connected and hence is contained in U; it follows that / and a* are disjoint. It is easily seen that I and A* are disjoint. Since some link of ß is a subset of Z>i and some link of ß is a subset of Di, then I intersects both Di and D2. But this involves a contradiction, and Lemma 2.2 is proved.
If x and y are distinct points and a is a closed chain, then a* Separates x and y if and only if x and y belong to different principal complementary domains of a*. If x is a point, M is a point set, and a is a closed chain, then a* Separates x and M if and only if x and M are contained in different principal complementary domains of a*, and a similar definition holds for two point sets.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that x and y are distinct points, U is an open set, ais a closed chain such that a* is a subset of Uand separates the points x and y, V is a connected open set such that xE V, and V and a* are disjoint, and e is a positive number. Then there exists a closed chain y such that y* is a subset of U and Separates y and V, and each link of y has diameter less than e.
Proof. Suppose that a= {ai, ai, ■ ■ ■ , a"). Let D and E be the principal complementary domains of a* containing x and y, respectively. Suppose that r and t are positive integers, r <t<n, such that r, (t -r), and (n -t) are large. Let A and B denote «rUat+iUar+¡ and a(Ua,+iVJa,+2, respectively. With the aid of Theorem 1.2 and Axiom 3, it follows that there exists a chain h, where h= {hi, fa, ■ ■ • , hm}, such that (1) fa has one and only one point d0 in common with A and does not intersect any link of a distinct from ar, a,+i, and aT+i, (2) hm has one and only one point am in common with B and does not intersect any link of a distinct from at, at+i, and at+2, (3) if, for 1 -i<m, ai is the point common to Ä, and A,+i, then, for 1 ¿i -m, hi is irreducible between d,_i and d" and (4) A*-{do, am\ ED.There exists a chain k, where k= {fa, fa, • ■ ■ , k¡}, such that (1) fa has one and only one point ¿»o in common with A and does not intersect any link of a distinct from ar, ar+i, and ar+i, (2) k¡ has one and only one point bm in common with B and does not intersect any link of a distinct from at, at+i, and at+2, (3) if, for 1 =-i<j, bi is the point common to fe, and &<+i, then for 1 -i^j, ki is irreducible between ¿>,_i and ¿>" and (4) k*-{bo, b,} EE. Since h*-{ao, am}ED, there exists a compact continuum H lying in D containing x, and intersecting h*. Similarly, there is a compact continuum K lying in E, containing y, and intersecting k*. There exists a connected open set R such that PC U, aiER, i?na*C«!WaiWo" and R intersects no one of h*, k*, A, B, H, K, and V. With the aid of Theorem 1.2, it follows that there exists a chain gi, where gi= {gn, gi2, • • • , gini}, such that (1) each link of gi is a subset of R and has diameter less than e, (2) gn has one and only one point Xi in common with (a-\cti\)* and XiEcti, (3) gini has one and only one point x2 in common with (a-{ai})* and x2Ectn, and (4) if Ki<«i, then gi,-and (a-{ai})* are disjoint. Let 7i be the closed chain (a-{c*i})Wgi. Since (h*-{do, dm})U7Pis a connected set not intersecting 71*, containing x, and having limit points both in A and in B, then by Axiom 3, x belongs to some principal complementary domain of 7*. By a similar argument, y belongs to a principal complementary domain of 71*.
Suppose that x and y are not Separated by 7*. Then let ß be the closed chain whose links are those of h and those of k, together with A and 73, except that if &o = d0, omit A as a link, and if b¡ = an, omit 73 as a link. By Axiom 3, there is a principal complementary domain I of ß* which contains each link ax of a for l^i<(r -l) and (t + l)<i^n. Clearly then g*QI.
Since x and y belong to the same principal complementary domain of 7*, it may be seen that there is a chain s, where 5= [Si, s2, • ■ • , sq\, such that (1) for some positive integer pi, 1 <pi<m, Si intersects hVl, (2) for some positive integer pi, l<p2<j, sq intersects kPl, (3) if Ki<q, then 5,-and ß* are disjoint, and (4) s* and 7* are disjoint. Since s* intersects a*, then s* intersects «i and hence for Ki<q, SiQI. But this contradicts Lemma 2.2, and therefore 7 * Separates x and y. Now 7* Separates y and V and is a subset of U, and 71 has at most (ra -1) links, each of which has diameter greater than or equal to e. This process may be repeated, using the closed chain 71 and the link a2 oí 71 in place of the closed chain a and the link «i of a. There results a closed chain 72, at most (ra -2) links of which have diameter greater than or equal to e, and such that 7* is a subset of U and Separates y and V. Let this process continue; it terminates after a finite number of steps with a closed chain 7 such that each link of 7 has diameter less than e, 7*E U, and 7* Separates y and V.
Suppose that p is a point and a is a closed chain. Then a is bounded with respect to p if and only if p belongs to some principal complementary domain of a*. If a is bounded with respect to p, then the interior, with respect to p, of a* is the principal complementary domain of a* which does not contain p, and the exterior, with respect to p, of a* is the principal complementary domain of a* which contains p.
Throughout the remainder of this section, let co be some definite point, and let the terms "bounded," "interior," and "exterior" mean "bounded with respect to co," "interior with respect to co," and "exterior with respect to w," respectively. If a is a bounded closed chain, int a* and ext a* denote the interior and exterior, respectively, of a*.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that Ui and U2 are open sets, ai and a2 are bounded closed chains such that a*Q Ui and a*Q U2, Vi and V2 are connected open sets such that coE ViiWi, TiCext a*, and F2Eext a*, and pQ(int ai*)n(int at*). Then there exist two bounded closed chains 71 and y2 such that y*Q Ui, y*Q U2, FiEext 7*, FüEext 7*, pQ(int yf)r\(int 72*), and if x is a link of 71 intersecting V2, then there exists a bounded closed chain <rx such that (1) each link of <rx is either a link of 71, or a link of y2 which lies, except possibly for one point, in the interior of 71*, and (2) p belongs to the interior of a* and xE(ext o*).
Proof. Let Wi be an open set such that afQ Wi, WiQ Ui, and Wi and Vi are disjoint. With the aid of Theorem 2.3, it follows that there exists a closed chain p\ such that (1) ßfQWi and pQ'mt ß*, (2) each link of ßi which intersects V2 belongs to a chain of links of ßi, no one of which intersects a}, and (3) each link of ßi is irreducible between the two points it has in common with other links of j8i. By taking unions of links of ß%, if necessary, there results a closed chain jui such that píEUi, pEintp*, p* and Fi are disjoint, and a* contains no point common to two links of pi. Let F be an open set such that a*EF and F contains no point common to two links of pi. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, it may be shown that there is a closed chain 72 such that (1) y2*EF(~\U2, y2* and V2 are disjoint, and pGint72*, (2) Proof. Let 71 and 72 be bounded closed chains satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.4 relative to Ui, Ui, Vi, V2, and p. Let xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , and x" be the links of 71 which intersect F2. By Lemma 2.4, there is a bounded closed chain Pi, each link of which either is a link of 71 or is a link of 72 which, except possibly for one point, lies in the interior of 7*, and such that pEintp* and xiEextp*; note that int jui*Cint 71*. Now if for some positive integer m, m ííw, xm intersects p*, then xm is a link of pi. Let «2 be the least positive integer i such that x, intersects p*. Again by Lemma 2.4, there is a bounded closed chain p2, each link of which either is a link of ^i or is a link of 72 which, except possibly for one point, lies in the interior of p*, and such that pEintp*, xiEextp*, and intp*Eintp*. Neither xi nor 3C2 is a link of p2. Let this process be continued; there results a bounded closed chain ß such that pEint ß*, ß*E Ui^JUí, and no one of Xi, x2, ■ ■ • , and x" intersects ß*.
It follows that FiU F2Cext ß*. Theorem 2.6 . Suppose that Ui and U2 are open sets, ai and a2 are bounded closed chains such that a*E Ui and a*E U2, and Vi and V2 are intersecting connected open sets such that FiCinta* and F2Cintc*2*. Then there exists a bounded closed chain 7 such that y*E Ui^JU2 and FiWF2Cint7*.
Proof. Let g be a point of FiP\F¡, and apply Theorem 2.5, regarding "interior" and "exterior" as "interior with respect to q" and "exterior with respect to q," respectively. of Theorem 2.6 to the chains an, ai2, • • • , and a¿n<, it follows that there exists a closed chain ßx such that ß*QD, ß? Separates x and y, and U"Í! V,j and p\* are disjoint. For each positive integer i, i^n, let Wi denote U"!,, V\y. Since for each positive integer i, i^n, xQWi, it follows with the aid of Theorem 2.6 that there exists a closed chain y such that y*QD, 7* Separates x and y, and U"«i Wi and 7* are disjoint. Since HC\D EU"=1 Wx, then 7* and iï are disjoint, and since y*QD, then K and 7* are disjoint. Proof. There exist compact continua A and 73, each containing both x and y, such that A and H are disjoint, and K and 73 are disjoint. Let b be a point of HC\K; by Theorem 3.1, there is a closed chain a such that a* Separates x and b and a* does not intersect A\JByj(HC\K).
There exists a connected open set V such that bE V, HC\K~E V, and V and a* are disjoint. There is, by Theorem 2.3, a closed chain ß such that ß* Separates AVJB and V, and each link of ß has diameter less than (1/N) dist (H-V, K -V), where N is a large positive integer. There exists a finite set {fi,fi, • • • ,/y} such that (1) for 1 =i^j,fi is a chain of links of ß and ft intersects at most one of H and K, (2) a chain A,-of links of ß, where A,= {kn, ka, • • ■ , kim%}, such that if ju, is the chain whose links are those of hi except for its endlinks, those of A, except for its endlinks, hnOkn, and hin,Okimi, then it,* intersects neither A nor K, and p* Separates x and Ux.
Since B is a continuum, there is a chain g, one of whose endlinks contains x and the other of which contains y, such that (1) g* intersects neither K nor (8*, (2) if a link of g intersects H, then it is a subset of U"»! Ui, and (3) the links of g are small. By a process similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.2, it may be shown that there exist a finite set {si, s2, • • • , sr}, each element of which is a chain of links of g, and a finite set {h, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tq}, each element of which is a chain of links of some one of pi, pt, • • • , and pn, such that (¿*M¿*) is a continuum containing both x and y and intersecting neither H nor K. Then HKJK does not separate x and y. be the union of those sets of g*, g*, ■ ■ ■ , and g* which intersect H, and let Ko be the union of the other sets of gi*, g*, • • • , and g*. For each pair 5 and t of positive integers, s&j and t&j, let Z,,» be a compact continuum intersecting both 7", and 7", and not intersecting HKJK. Let L be (Uyn{}U(U{L.t:í£s£j, litfj}).
Clearly L, HoOL, and K0OL are compact continua, HoOL and X are disjoint, and KoOL and H are disjoint. Therefore neither H0OL nor K0OL separates x from y. However (HoOL)0(K0OL) has 7* as a subset and contains neither x nor y, and hence separates x and y. Since the common part of HoOL and KoOL is the continuum L, this contradicts Theorem 3.3. It follows that HOK separates S.
lies in the interior of Kna, and let 73",y be a pseudoarc which contains the two points (i/2n, [j+l]/2") and ([i+l]/2n, j/2n) and, except for these points, lies in the interior of Knij. Then let S denote U {.4",yW73n,y: « is a positive integer and each of i and j is an integer}. It is easily seen that the space 5 satisfies Axioms 1-4 of this paper, and it is of some interest to note that S has dimension 1. 
